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Senior Delegation Visits Serbia

A senior Eritrean delegation
composed of Foreign Minister
Osman Saleh and Presidential
Advisor Yemane Ghebreab paid a
three-day working visit to Serbia
at the invitation of the Serbian
Government.
The Eritrean delegation met
with President Tomislav Nikolic;
Prime
Minister
Aleksandar
Vucic; President of the National
Assembly Ms. Maja Gojkovic;
First Deputy Prime Minister and
Foreign Minister Mr. Ivica Dacic;
and, Economy Minister Goran
Knezevic.
This was the first high level visit

between the two countries and
Serbia’s DPM and Foreign Minister
described the event as “historic and
significant.”
The Eritrean delegation held
warm, extensive and fruitful
discussions with Serbia’s leaders
on bilateral ties as well as regional
and global issues of common
concern.
Serbia’s
Prime
Minister,
Alexander Vucic, thanked Eritrea
for its principled position on
international issues and stated that
his country was ready to build
a strong economic cooperation
with Eritrea on the basis of warm

political relations that the two
countries already enjoy.
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Ophthalmology Service
In line with the existing
cooperation
and
exchange
of experience between the
Eritrean Ministry of Health
and that of Sudan, Al Beser, the
International Group of Sudanese
Ophthalmologists, has provided
Ophthalmology service in Gash
Barka region.

effort to control blindness in the
country.

The service was provided
at Barentu Regional Referral
Hospital in collaboration with
staff members of the Health
Ministry’s branch in the region,
Mr. Alem Zekarias, Head of the
National Supervision and Control
of Blindness, indicated that the
program is part of the ongoing

Dr. Osama Sedig, Coordinator
of Al Beser Group of Sudanese
Ophthalmologists indicated that the
program is a vivid demonstration
of the existing mutual cooperation
between the ministries of the two
countries and commended the
progress Eritrea has registered in
controlling blindness.

The program was implemented
for the 5th time and has created
the opportunity of exchanging
professional experience among
health experts of the two
countries.

Eritrea and Serbia agreed to
build close cooperation in trade,
investment and education. They
also explored priority areas based
on the strengths and competitive
advantages of each side. The two
sides further agreed to hold regular
consultations and to bolster their
coordination in international
organizations and multilateral
forums.
The Serbian DPM and FM
accepted the invitation of Minister
Osman to visit Eritrea at his earliest
convenience.

International Women’s Day Marked Nationwide
International Women’s Day was
marked nationwide last Wednesday
under the theme “Eritrean Woman:
Guarantor of Sovereignty and
Sustainable Development”.
During the observance at the Expo
ground here in the capital, Ms. Alem
Belay, Chairperson of the NUEW
branch in the Central region, stated
that this year’s event is marked at
a time when Eritrean women are
entering a new chapter overcoming
backward
practices
through
concerted action and strengthened
organizational capacity.
Maj.General Romodan Osman
Awleyai, Governor of the Central
Region, commended the Eritrean
women’s contribution to the
success of the armed struggle for
independence and in safeguarding
national sovereignty as well as
their decisive role in the national
development drive. He called on
Eritrean women to step-up efforts to
cope with Technological advance.

During the event, awards
were handed over to outstanding
female students who demonstrated
educational excellence.
The Day was also marked in other
administrative regions.
Similarly, 700 members of the
NUEW fromAsmara and its environs
visited development sites in Gahtelai
and encouraged individuals engaged
in the development undertakings.
Ms.Askalu Menkorios, Minister of
Tourism and Ms. Tekea Tesfamicael,
President of the NUEW, were
present on the occasion that also
witnessed cultural shows.
In a related report, the United
Nations Office in Asmara observed
International Women’s Day under
the theme “Women in Ensuring
Equal Employment Opportunity”.
Present on the occasion were
senior government and PFDJ

officials, resident envoys and
Ms. Christine N. Umutoni,
Humanitarian Coordinator and
UNDP Resident representative.
Ms.Umutoni conveyed message
of the UN Secretary General and
underlined that empowering women
is the primary task for ensuring their
rights and development.
Mr. Ibrahim Sambuli, UNFPA
Representative in Eritrea, pointed
out this year’s theme stipulates
finding ways for employment
opportunity for women until 2030

and empowering women has
significant contribution in achieving
the ‘Sustainable Development
Goals”.

women during the armed struggle
for independence and the safeguard
of the national sovereignity and
developmental programs.

Ambassador of the European
Union, Mr. Christian Manahl on
his part said that without ensuring
the rights of women the rights of
humanity could not be realized.

The event was highlighted by
artifacts produced by women and
different cultural shows by Aser
Cultural troupe.

During the occasion, Ms. Rigat
Tesfamicael from the NUEW
Central office, presented a paper in
regards to the role played by Eritrean

Eritrean nationals residing in the
US, UK, Germany, Italy, South
Africa and the Republic of Sudan
held different activities in connection
with International Women’s day.
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“Now I’m Free from the
Chains of Wushate”
Mela Ghebremedhin
“I am free from the chains of
wushate” sang the former tegadalit
and renowned singer, Mrs. Birikti
Weldeslassie, famously known as
‘Tanki’, at the opening ceremony
on the evening of March 8th, at
the premises of Casa Degli Italiani
in Asmara. In her lyrics, she was
saying how Eritrean women were
able to get out of this female room
in the house called wushate where
they would hide when visitors
came.
Tanki continued singing that
girls before being born are not
welcome, “Gena welid kebl,
kewled ayfuton iye”. A powerful
song to open the ceremony
commemorating the International
Women’s Day (IWD), which
moved the audience comprised
Ministers, Government officials,

Ambassador Christian Manahl
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the PFDJ, civil society groups,
United Nations (UN) agencies, the
European Union (EU) as well as
members of the diplomatic corps
in Eritrea.
The observance of the
International Women’s Day remains
an important event in Eritrea as it
is recognized as a national holiday.
As a tribute to women the Eritrean
flag waves at the doorsteps of
shops, businesses, coffee places
and homes nationwide. For the
occasion, various events were
held throughout the country
through seminars, cultural events
and marches. In Asmara, the day
was filled with several events and
ended with the official ceremony
in the evening.
Casa was decorated with
handicrafts made by theAssociation
of Handicrafts Women under the
umbrella of the National Union of
Eritrean Women (NUEW) as well
as paintings depicting Eritrean
women. Flags of Eritrea, the UN
and the EU were proudly exhibited
and show the partnership among
them. Banners of UN agencies
were also standing tall. Guests
were warmly welcome with roses
before taking their seats.
The house was full and after
the powerful opening song by
Tanki, Ms. Christine N. Umutoni,
UN
Humanitarian/Coordinator
and UNDP Representative in
Eritrea, opened the ceremony
by addressing the audience. Ms.
Umutoni welcomed the guests, and
said, “On Women’s Day we have
to also remember the tegadalit
and her role during the struggle

for independence”, which was
followed by a round of applause.
Indeed, remembering the IWD is
for Eritrea a duty which started
during the armed struggle where
tegadelti celebrate that day.
International Women’s Day
was initially celebrated as the
International Working Women’s
Day on February 28, 1909 in New
York. Five years later, the first
modern International Women Day
celebrations were held in 1914 on
March 8. Following this, in 1917
the Soviet Union declared the IWD
a national holiday and many other
socialist and communist countries
followed its path until the UN
adoption. Similarly, Eritrea, during
the armed struggle, celebrated the
day in its liberated zones through
campaigns and cultural shows.
This
year’s
International
Women’s Day was an occasion to
reflect on both the achievements
in the past and ongoing challenges
that women in Eritrea and the
world face. Ms. Umutoni read
the Secretary-General’s message
for the occasion in which she
highlighted the theme of this years’
IWD, “Women in the Changing
World of Work: Planet 50:50 by
2030”. A strong slogan looking
at women and the economy.
Accordingly, the UN GeneralSecretary stated that “closing the
gender gap in employment could
add $12 trillion to global GDP by
2025”.
In addition, according to UN
Women (2017), only 50% of
women are represented in labor
force globally compared to 76%

NUEW head office, gave a brief
presentation on Eritrean women in
development. In her presentation,
she gave insights into the question
of gender and women’s rights
as catalyst of development. As
a matter of fact, in terms of the
global issues of income equality,
Eritrea is doing quite well as
it has a legal ground for equal
payment and protection within the
workplace.

Ms. Christine N. Umutoni
of men. In addition, most women
are working within the informal
economy such as subsidizing
care and domestic work, entitled
to
lower-pay,
lower-skills
occupations with little or no social
protection and rights.
Mr. Abdulahi Sambuli, UN
Population
Fund
(UNFPA)
Representative
in
Eritrea
explained how women continue
to face challenges and “earn less,
have fewer assets, bear the burden
of unpaid work and care, and are
largely concentrated in vulnerable
and low-paying activities”. He
further explained that the disparity
is illustrated within the labor
force participation where the
gap between men and women is
26% and on average, women are
paid 24% less than men. Besides,
“75% of women’s employment in
developing regions is informal and
unprotected”, he highlighted.
Looking at the Eritrean case,
Ms. Rigat Tesfamichael, of the

In line with it, various activities
and programs have been put in
place in ministries. For instance,
gender-based streaming programs
of NUEW chapters are present
within those institutions allowing
women to have a platform at their
workplace and promote gender
equality and continue sensitizing
civil servants.
As the theme of this year focuses
on the role of women in the
workforce, many conditions need
to be set to encourage and protect
women within the workplace. As
a matter of fact, women continue
to face numerous challenges
regarding their safety worldwide
due to harassment, sexual
violation, intimidation, female
genital mutilation and cutting
(FGM/C) which often impact their
capacity in the workplace.
In other words, any type of
abuse against women’s rights may
lead to absenteeism, health issues
and post-traumatic incidence,
preventing women from to
fulfilling their full capacity at

continued on page 6
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Africa: In the Shackles of Colonialism
Natnael Yebio W.
Once I read a story related to
creation myth circulating among
ancient white womenfolk. It went
like this: when the good Lord created
human beings by first baking them in
his celestial oven and placing them
on cooler ground, they were almost
all whitish. But his angels forgot to
tell this divine architect that he had
people still baking in the oven and it
was too late that a rescue operation
was undertaken. Alas, the infernal
heat had done its part. Those who
came out from the oven alive were
a mixture of black and brown and
were later placed in Africa. Albeit
the legend, it is said some French
women like chocolate skin color
and that they sometimes hated their
white skin.
But the Dutch reformed church of
South Africa, which thrived before
and after Apartheid, did not mince
words when it publicly preached that
the Negro was created to serve his
white master. The church even went
as far as changing some verses in the
Bible where a Midianite (Cushite)
girl says that she has black skin as
a result of the rays of the sun. No,
said the church to the Africans who
sympathized with the Midianite, you
were black from the beginning, and
the sun has nothing to do with it.
Has it ever dawned on the
founders of Apartheid that the first
human being to climb down from
the trees and walk on two feet was
black? The black man then spread to
the north, to the south, to the east,
and, to the west. And the color of his
skin and its texture changed in order
to adapt.
It is said that once upon a time,
the Pacific Islands and parts of Asia

were populated by dark skinned
Africans. Gradually their lands were
overtaken by the Polynesians and
at present we have traces of these
people in the “Negritos” found in
lands stretching from the Philippines
down to Australia.
It seems that before Europeans
colonized
Africa,
blackness
had never been associated with
backwardness. Bilal, the first
Muezzin chosen by the Arabian
Prophet to call the faithful to prayer
standing atop the first mosque that
was erected for the purpose was
a black man from Africa. Some
Egyptian pharoses were black and
black empires flourished along the
Niger River with Timbuktu boasting
famous universities and libraries.
Then the European colonizers
arrived with their guns, and the
humiliation and suffering started.
Blackness began to be associated
with raw savagery. Las Casas in
Latin America advocated for the
importation of black slaves to replace
the fragile Indians in the plantations
and gold or silver mines.
Millions of African slaves were
shipped to the New Worlds to
labor in overheated plantations.
Even George Washington, the first
American President and an advocate
of liberty and equality, had about
300 black slaves who cultivated his
Virginian Plantation and cooked his
food.
A while back I chanced upon an
old magazine that caught my eye and
my interest. It was the New African.
The front page ran an interesting
title of a story: “Black Germans do
not exist”. I was hooked. So I leafed
across the pages and began to read.
What? I can’t believe it! In 1877,

More than thirty-five thousand men, women and children left their homelands
during the high noon of Imperialist Europe and took part in ‘exotic spectacles’
held in major cities like Paris, London and Berlin.

the first exhibition of ‘Exotic People’
(Nubians from Sudan and Egypt)
was held in Berlin…..The Africans
were exhibited like animals in a
zoo. I continued to read: In 1896,
the exhibition of ‘Exotic People
was repeated in Berlin, this time
with harem from Tunisia. It was
followed by yet another ‘Exotic
People’ exhibition in the Hamburg
cathedral- stating, as they billed it,
“33 wild women from Dahomey”.
And then along came Hitler,
many. Africans living in Germany
in the 1930’s were deprived of their
passports, and when they asked for
justice, they were told that black
Germans did not exist.
I kept on reading to see what
Hitler would do with black Africans
living in Germany at the time. What
can you expect? 2,000 Africans
simply perished in the concentration
camps along with the Jews and
others. But nobody remembered
them and not a single descendant
got any compensation for atrocities
perpetrated by the Nazi’s.
But the greatest wrong Africans
suffered under colonialism was
not the slave trade or subsequent
humiliation, but the disruption of
their social values, the disturbance of
their tradition and demolition of their
village government. All the internal
conflicts, tribal wars, border wars,
corruption, and mismanagement that
have almost ruined Africa and which
have caused it to remain behind
at present have their roots in the
blunders committed by colonialists.
These governed Africa, as someone
aptly described it, as their chicken
farm with some hens made to lay
golden eggs.
O what a wonderful culture
African had had before the arrival
of the armored sailing ships. They
had virtues that predate the Sermon
of the Mount. When African village
elders settled legal cases through
wisdom and gentle diplomacy, while
Europeans monarchs tortured their
subjects on the rack, quartered them
and some even roasted them.
Africans value friendship with man
and nature more than anything else.
They shared their joys and sorrows
with friend and foe. The African
virtue of trust and brotherhood was
to be boosted by the advent of Islam
in Africa. We are all real (not fake)
brothers under Allah. So poor black
Africans prostrated themselves
before Allah beside Arab princes in

The idea of “a Negro Village” was the most popular in Germany, where the
ideas of Social Darwinism were widely spread and accepted by many people.
Even Otto Bismarck visited “the Negro Village” exhibition.

big mosques while Ku Klux Klan in
Mississippi burned down churches
where African faithful prayed to
a God preached to them by the
ancestor of the Klan.
The African’s simple trust in men
and nature was destroyed by some
Christian missionaries who preached
brotherhood to their congregation
and drooled as they watched the
goldmines in the distance. If one
is not to be trusted in small things,
how can one be trusted in big things
like the dispensation of justice,
good administration, economy and
diplomacy? Africans suffered in
silence and earned the appellation of
The Noble Savage.
African virtues disappeared
gradually in the name of modernity.
The result was mistrust among tribes,
strife between brothers, famine and
untimely and humiliating death.
The African who had been living
happily in his forest or desert
environment for centuries and with
complete harmony with his Maker
and nature was, one fine morning,
to find himself begging and stealing.
Cargo planes dropped food supplies
because “modernity” entailed
exploitation, poverty, perennial strife
and other social malaises. Those who
saw the manna coming down from
Heaven raced towards the ‘shaming
fields’ to get the supply food and
appease their hunger. Little did they
know that in the process they were
being changed into animals. To hell
with brotherhood and the sharing of

food, they said as they began to eat
before the imploring eyes of their
dying brothers.
When I sometimes watch on TV
bloodthirsty African soldiers killing
each other amid fleeing women and
children, I say to myself: “who is
responsible for all this?” At least,
before the advent of colonialism,
Africans knew how to die with
dignity.
But should we keep
remembering the evil men do?

on

What happened has already
happened. Let’s not cry over spilt
milk, but learn to look at the past in
a positive way.
We should be grateful for the
colonialists for bringing modern
education to Africa. Life without
education is darkness. At least
Europeans have opened our eyes to
what was really going on around us.
In the same line, Europeans should
also be very grateful to Africans for
having taught them the art of saying:
Thank you God for the provision of
my daily bread which I will share
with my fellow human beings.
And then we should try to salvage
some of the remaining African
noble virtues before they sink into
the ocean of oblivion. We should
build a new African civilization
on resuscitated virtues. A United
Nations of Africa, Perhaps!
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Befriending the Opposite Sex

Natnael Yebio W.

I am very sure at some point in
time we all had this conversation
with our friends. Does platonic
love exist? I don’t really do this
often, but there is something I
really need to rant about. I am very
dismayed about how male-female
relationships have evolved through
the years. I was brought up by my
parents to believe that men and
women are capable of having a
platonic relationship without it ever
ending up romantic. Unfortunately,
in this day and age, this theory and
practice is slowly and painfully
disappearing, and this gets up my
crawl the most.
The younger generation has a
different attitude, and I witness it
all the time. I hang out in places like
pubs and restaurants. I watch people
and listen in on conversations as a
way of studying human nature.
The younger adults believe in
this horrible stereotype that malefemale relationships always happen
in the romantic sense. Friendships
are possible only within the same
gender.
I am most certain that many of
us know the book “Men are from
Mars and women are from Venus.”
Well, if men are from Mars and
women are from Venus it might
explain at least one of their shared
beliefs: Men and women can’t be
real friends.
Blame the sexual tension that
almost inevitably exists between
any red-blooded, heterosexual man
and woman. Point to the jealousy
that plagues many rational people
when a significant other befriends
someone of the opposite sex. Boil
it down to the inherent difference
between the sexes. It just can’t be
done, right?
I beg to differ!
At the end of his senior year at
college Yonas, somehow became
friends with a girl. It was out of
the blue and quite unexpected.
What brought them together was
an assignment but their relationship
went beyond what really brought
them together in the first place
and developed into something
constructive and now they are quite
good friends. For others though,
mostly his idiotic friends, it was
and still is a bit dubious to see them

together and to this day they keep
badgering him with questions.
“WE ARE JUST FRIENDS,
PEOPLE!!!!” Yonas implodes at
every encounter
If you are a teenager or a 20something in 2017, you’d realize
that you indeed have a healthy mix
of friends from the two genders. But
if you ask your mom or your dad if
that was the case with them, we are
sure the answer would be ‘no’ in
most cases. It’s a good change this
one, a healthy progression in how
we see our opposite sex.
Why do it that many members
our society seem to not believe that
platonic relationship exist and at
times go to the extent of prohibiting
it?
Traditionally,
society
has
long singled out romance as
the prototypical male-female

relationship because it spawns
babies and keeps the life cycle
going. Cross-sex friendships have
been either ignored or trivialized.
We have rules for how to act in
romantic relationships (flirt, date,
get married and have babies) and
even same-sex friendships (boys
relate to the male gender by doing
activities while girls by talking and
sharing). But platonic male-female
are hard to define. Manly because
there isn’t a precedent to follow.
Well, one of the main reasons for
this can be the media, the fictional
romance stories we all seem to be
obsessed with, movies or books.
These things have convinced many
people that sex and feelings always
come between men and women,
making true friendships impossible.
Almost every time we see a malefemale friendship, it winds up
turning into romance.

For instance, we all have seen
that show called “The Friend Zone”
on MTV, right? It basically tells the
same story, always. There is either
a guy or a girl who has been friends
with the opposite sex for quite a
long time and now wants for the
relationship to be more than that.
At times both seem to feel the same
way and end up being romantic
but most of the time the case is
different and their friendship ends
being destroyed because of the idea
of wanting more. Popular cultural
romance images like this that are
showed on television are hard to
overcome.
Moreover, a traditional and
conservative society like ours
looks at platonic relationships with
suspicious eyes. Society wonders
whether the physical attraction
between the friends of the opposite
sex can be sidestepped, and platonic
relationships can exist between a
man and a woman. What they fail
to understand is that platonic love is
actually the sublimation of sexual
urges into other forms of desires
and attraction.
A couple of years back when a
friend decided to tell his mother that
he was in a romantic relationship
with a certain someone, her response
was “ What about Heaven?”, “I had
my eyes set on her, you know?”
she would continue slightly
disappointed. Now, Heaven at that
time was someone he was friends
with for three years. And this is the

sort of things, I am talking about;
our society doesn’t seem to believe
that a guy and a girl can just be
friends.
When you meet a friend of the
opposite sex at a pub and give
them a hug or a kiss, suspecting
eyes immediately fall upon you
and quickly assume that you are a
couple. It is even worst when those
suspecting eyes are your friends.
Friendships are strange things.
Strong friendships take a while
to get going and friendships are
incredibly special. They keep us
going through the worst times and
make the good times better. Friends
of the opposite sex are even better
because it gives our daily social
interactions that balance it needs.
Speaking from experience, I
strongly do believe that platonic
love does exist. Call me blunt but
anybody who assumes otherwise;
either doesn’t have the moral
integrity to have and sustain a
platonic love or their mind is fixated
on the bogus idea that platonic love
doesn’t exist. There are benefits in
being friends with the opposite sex.
1) You get a better understanding
and respect for that gender, instead
of objectifying them for their
appearances. 2) You learn that it is
no different from being friends with
the same sex; men can actually take
a woman to a football game and
enjoy the spectacle of it all. In the
same vain, a lady can take a guy to
an exhibition or perhaps shopping.
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Combat to Eradicate Communicable Diseases
Semhar Mebrahtu
Good state of health is
indispensable in human life as it is
a fundamental necessity to lead a
settled life. For this reason people
struggle to maintain a stable health
condition. Countries invest vast
amount of money to safeguard
their populations’ health status. A
nation Eritrea has come a long way
in health related endeavors. The
issue of controlling communicable
diseases has been a main concern
of the Ministry of Health
(MOH). Communicable diseases
are contagious and infectious
diseases which must be prevented
and instantly controlled before
they spread to all communities.
Therefore, the MOH is putting so
much efforts towards awareness
raising and controlling such
dangerous diseases.
Dr. Araya Brhane, Director
of Communicable Diseases
Control in the Ministry of Health,
said that the efforts to control
communicable diseases is the main
target of the MDG (Millennium
Development Goals) program.
Dr. Araya underlined that
although controlling and reducing
the number of infections caused
by communicable disease is the
main concern of this program,
the ultimate goal of the program
remains eradicating these diseases.
The health center’s main focus
is on identifying communicable
diseases, controlling them, and
totally eradicating them by
providing sufficient treatment
through medications.
There are five units engaged
in combating communicable
diseases. These are the controlling

Dr. Araya Brhane
unit for HIV, tuberculosis,
malaria, tropical diseases like
Bilharzia and other communicable
diseases controlling units. These
health units also make checkups
every two to three weeks and
conduct research on other related
communicable diseases which are
internationally common.
The MDG program has been
in operation for a long time
and tremendous results have
been achieved in controlling
communicable
diseases.
Combating
communicable
diseases is the third goal of
the eight goals of MDG which
started with significant targets
of controlling HIV by 50% and
eradicating malaria and TB
infections by the same percentage.
The units have exerted efforts in
controlling and treating these
diseases having strong integration
and commitment of the health
workers. So far over 50% of these
diseases have been eradicated
which is more than what had
been initially planned. Eritrea has
made tremendous progress in the
reduction of HIV, Malaria and
TB.
Eritrea made a fine progress in
combating HIV up to 2015. HIV

incidence reached its peak in 1996.
As a result of coordinated efforts
of multi-sectorial partners under
the leadership of the MOH, the
incidence showed marked decline
over the last 20 years from 1.15
per 1000 in 1996 to 0.16 per 1000
at the end of 2015 a reduction
of 86%. According to the 2010
Eritrea Population Health Survey
(EPHS), HIV prevalence in
women is 2.3 times higher than in
men. The incidence also showed
a reduction of 88.5% from that of
1996. HIV incidence also showed
a reduction of HIV infections in
adults and young people aged 1524 from 0.29% in 1996 to 0.03%
at the end of 2015, a reduction of
almost 90%.
There
were
important
achievements aimed at combating
HIV. The number of HIV
counselling and testing sites
increased 13 fold from 19 in
2001 to 255 at the end of 2015,
increasing access to HIV testing.
Testing of pregnant women for
HIV increased from 2.45% in
2004 to 89% in 2015. Facilities
that
provide
anti-retroviral
therapy increased from five in
2005 to twenty eight in 2015 with
more than 8000 people living
with HIV AIDS receiving antiretroviral therapy, contributing to
the marked reductions in AIDS
related deaths.
Eritrea’s progress in controlling
malaria up to 2015 was also
satisfactory. Malaria infections
have declined from 157 in 1998
to 12 cases per 1000 population in
2015. Similarly death rates sloped
down from 0.2 in 1998 to 0.002 per
1000 population in 2015, a decline
of 90% is registered. The methods
employed to eradicate malaria
were environmental management
of mosquito breeding sites through
public participation, larviciding,
use of insecticide treated bed
nets(mosquito Nets), indoor
residual spraying, early treatment
of suspected malaria cases and
routine health education.
Sustainable
environmental
sanitation and usage of antimosquito nets as well as visiting
medical centers for screening
at times of new infections are
prerequisites to combat the
prevalence of communicable
diseases particularly in the

Malaria incidence per 1000 population, 1998-2015

HIV incidence per 1000 population, 1991-2015
Southern, Gash-Barka, Anseba
and Northern Red Sea regions
which are known for recurring
malaria cases. 1.5 million Antimosquito nets were distributed
last year and research has been
underway to study the nature
of the mosquito species that are
recurring in the country so as to
take preventive measures to control
them. As a result, Eritrea received
the 2016 African Leaders Malaria
Alliance Award for Excellence for
achieving the MDG (Millennium
Development Goals) target. The
award was given to countries that
have reduced malaria by over 75%
by December 2015.
Similarly, according to the
2015 World Health Organization
(WHO) estimates, Eritrea has
achieved MDG targets for the
prevention of TB before the year
2011. The incidence of TB had
begun to reverse in the early 90s
with a reduction of above 68%
and the mortality has been reduced
to above 60% from that period
onwards.
Tuberculosis incidence showed
marked decline of 243 per
100,000 population to 92 per
same population within 25 years
(1990-2015). The prevalence
showed a decline of 478 per
10,000 population to 153 per
same population within these
years. Similarly, mortality due to
TB has reduced from 12 to 4.7 per

100,000 population.
There
were
important
achievements in tuberculosis
prevention services. The opening
of a tuberculosis treatment
hospital at Merhano has helped
in healing 75% TB patients. The
introduction of 13 Gene/Xpert
machines in referral hospitals is
contributing to the early diagnosis
of susceptible and resistant
tuberculosis. The success rate
of drug sensitive pulmonary
treatment for is TB sustained
at 90%. The active surveillance
done in TB prevalence especially
for high risk populations such as
prisoners, diabetics, miners, etc.
And locations such as slums and
rural areas, showed many TB
cases.
Dr. Araya underlined that the
achievement registered in the
eradication and control of the
communicable diseases should
be maintained through integrated,
popular and administrative efforts.
He also pointed out that their
reduction doesn’t mean that they
have totally vanished.
Commitment and working
together is the major powerful
weapon in controlling and
eradicating
communicable
diseases. Society’s awareness and
cooperation with the Ministry
of Health has a tremendous role
in eradicating communicable
disease.
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LOCAL NEWS
Youth Week at Etaro Camp

Etaro Community in Asmara recently conducted Youth Week under the theme “Strong organization for
viable outcome”. Different artistic and educational programs as well as sports activities featured in the
occasion.

Asmara Community College
Reinforces Activities
He explained that there are a
total of 1150 students pursuing
studies in Certificate and Diploma
program. The head of academic
affairs in the college, Mr. Mokonen
Estifanos, said on his part, that
female participation is on the rise.

Mr. Robel Kebede, Head of youth organizations in the Central region, commended Etaro Community
members for the diligence they demonstrated in nurturing noble values and motivating their children for
achieving educational excellence.
Major, Tesekste Tsegay, Chairperson of the Community, stated that it has been exerting concerted effort
towards nurturing dynamic youth.

Reports indicate that the college
has so far produced around 11
thousand teachers.
The Asmara Community College
is striving to produce qualified
teachers, Mr. Alem Gebrekal,
Director of the College, said.

Asmara Community College has
so far graduated about 11thousand
teachers.

Veteran Fighter Lt.Colonel Yemane
Hagos Passes Away
Veteran Fighter Lt.Colonel Yemane Hagos has passed away aged 67.
He joined the Popular Forces in 1975 and diligently served his people and
nation in different capacities. The funeral service of the late veteran fighter
would be conducted today at the Asmara Martyrs Cemetery.
Lt.Colonel Yemane is survived by his wife and three children.
The Ministry of Defence expressed condolences to his family.

“Now I’m Free from . . .
continued from page 2
work. Ms. Rigat highlighted how
important actors’ Eritrean women
are for the development of the
country and in combating any
abuse against women and girls.
With regard to development,
Eritrean women are participating in
all sectors and are even important

within the food production line.
However, women are still not
considered in terms of decisionmaking within this sector. When
it comes the rights to land, the
proclamation 58/1994 allows
women in Eritrea to own land
just like men. To strengthen their
capacity as agents of development,
agricultural cooperative groups of
women are organized nationwide
under the auspices of NUEW

where they are given technological
assistance for better production
and income.
In today’s Eritrea, more and
more women are involved in many
sectors. In higher education the
percentage of enrolment is close
to 50% and 42% of women are
working as civil servants. Within
the health sector, women count for
about 42% of the total workforce

and similar numbers are registered
within the enrolment in vocational
training centers contributing to
various areas of manufacturing,
infrastructure and construction.

on by saying that women should
have special rights and protection
and “those who do not believe in
gender equality are synonymous
with obscurantism”.

With the slogan of achieving
equal rights at work as one of
the goals of the Sustainable
Development Goals 2030; fighting
societal attitude is the key target to
enable any changes and in keeping
the momentum.

The ceremony of IWD was
colorful with the touch of
cultural troupe from Asser band
and NUEW. Between songs and
poems, guests were attentively
taking part until taking over the
dance floor under the sounds of the
kirar of the young female singer
Bsrat Aregay singing ‘Maarenet’,
literally translated equality.

To achieve this goal; areas of the
2030, SDGs will require specific
focus. As the UN Gender Theme
Group in Eritrea highlighted at the
ceremony, goal 5 is to “achieve
gender equality and empower all
women and girls, and goal 4 is
to ensure inclusive and quality
education for all and promote
lifelong learning”.
In line with the promotion of
women’s rights as the target of
SDGs, Ambassador Christian
Manahl, Head of the EU Delegation
in Eritrea, said there is still room
for improvement in today’s world.
“We think that gender equality is
something Western. It is nonsense,
we were all born from women,
we all have a mother”. He went

A wonderful celebration reminds
us of the ongoing challenges
women and girls are encountering
worldwide. In in many areas, signs
of rollback of women’s rights,
political trends and shocking
statements against women and
girls are putting into question
women’s rights worldwide. While
promoting human rights is a major
component of the international
community’s agenda, putting aside
the rights of 50% of the global
population undermines the initial
idea of respecting human rights. In
other words, human rights is about
leaving no one behind, therefore,
no women should be left behind.
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o Makes a list of parts and equipment required				
•

o Identifies the highest priority for each day and focus on completing
relevant tasks.
o Ensures good housekeeping.
o Ensure safety requirements are fulfilled at the work place, including
leading Field Level Risk Assessment (FLRA) and proper use of the
appropriate PPE. Report any safety issues/incidents
o Comply with mine’s cardinal rules and other safety, environmental or
other rules and standards as directed. Identifies any hazards in the work
place.
o Maintains and installs piping where required PVC, UPVC or HDPE
and galvanised steel piping.
o Replaces services and repairs all water pumps.
o Maintains the sewage plant.
o Maintains all drainage.
o Maintains all toilets, showers and basins
o Maintains all relevant kitchen & laundry equipment
o Identifies correct tools to be used; selects correct pipe sizes and fittings
to use
o Tests pipes and equipment for leaks.
o Attends technical and other training as required by supervisor.

VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT
Bisha Mining Share Company is inviting applicants for the following positions
for Bisha site project:
1. Position: Welder
Number required: (01)
MAJOR DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
•
•

•

Planning									
o Follows the “Planned Maintenance Schedule
o Makes a list of parts and equipment required				
Implementation of the Plan		
o Identifies the highest priority for each day and focus on completing
relevant tasks.
o Ensures good housekeeping.
o Lays out, positions and secures parts and assemblies according to
specifications, using “straight bridge”; combination square; callipers;
and ruler.
o Tack-welds or welds components and assemblies, using electric, gas,
arc, or other welding equipment. First assesses the area to be welded.
o Operates manual and automated welding units and equipment by
depositing metal from electrode to work piece and joins the edges.
o Uses disc grinder to smooth out, weld, or grind parts prior to welding.
o Maintains correct length of arc and speed of movement to form specified
depth of fusion and bead.
o Welds in flat and vertical planes (all position welding)
o Examines weld for bead size and other specifications.
o Grinds or cleans weld joint of work piece.
o Fabrication of new or replacement parts for equipment; ladders;
walkways; covers; etc.
o Assembles component parts, using hand and small power tools.
o Follows other instructions relating to the position.
o Ensure safety requirements are fulfilled at the work place, including
leading Field Level Risk Assessment (FLRA) and proper use of the
appropriate PPE. Report any safety issues/incidents.
o Comply with mine’s cardinal rules and other safety, environmental or
other rules and standards as directed. Identifies any hazards in the work
place.
o Attends technical and other training as required by supervisor.
Writing Reports & Data Control
o Compile daily; progress reports as requested.
KNOWLEDGE, EXPERIENCE AND SKILLS

•
•
•

•

Qualifications:
o Formal Trade for Ex-Pats (Boilermaker / Welder)
o Grade 12 for locals							
Knowledge and Experience:
o 3 - 5 years relevant experience					
Technical Skills
o Computer Literacy (MS Office), Problem solving skill
o Attention to detail, Analytical skill
o Boilermaker & Welding experience					
Behavioral Skills
o Communication (local language)
o Integrity
o Prioritizing skills & multi-skilling
o Ability to work towards strict deadlines
o High level of accuracy
o Self-motivation
2. Position: Plumber
Number required: (02)

MAJOR DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
•

Planning										
o Follows the “Planned Maintenance Schedule”. (Job Cards) and
equipment instructions

Implementation of the Plan						

•

Writing Reports & Data Control						
o Compile daily; progress reports as requested.
KNOWLEDGE, EXPERIENCE AND SKILLS

•

Qualifications:
o Grade 12 for locals (Technical school)				

•

Knowledge and Experience:
o 3 - 5 years relevant experience

•

Technical Skills								

					

o Computer Literacy (MS Office), Problem solving skill
o Attention to detail, Analytical skill
o Boilermaker & Welding experience					
•

Behavioral Skills								
o
o
o
o

Communication (local language), Integrity
Prioritizing skills & multi-skilling
Ability to work towards strict deadlines
High level of accuracy, Self-motivation

General Information and other requirements:				
Place of Work:
Salary: 		
Type of contract:

Bisha.
As per Company salary scale.
Indefinite period					

Additional requirement for Nationals:
Having fulfilled his/her National Service obligation and provide evidence
of release paper from the Ministry of Defense.
Present clearance paper from current/last employer.
Testimonial documents to be attached (CV, work experience credentials, a
copy of your National Identity Card etc.).
Only shortlisted applicants would be considered as potential candidates for
an interview.
Application documents will not be returned to sender.
All applications should be sent through the post office.
Deadline for application: 10 days from the day of publication in the
Newspaper.									
Address: Please mail your applications to;
Bisha Mining Share Company,
P. O. Box 4276 Asmara, Eritrea
Note to non-Eritrean applicants:
Please send a copy of your application to
Aliens Employment Permit Affairs,
P. O. Box 7940 Asmara, Eritrea.
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“Designing is an Art!!!”

Asmait Futsumbrhan

Our guest on today’s Q&A, Mulugeta Belay, aka Muller, is a guy who has had a talent for designing clothes since a young age. A man of hard work
with a faith that dreams can be achieved through persistent efforts and belief in yourself. Muller has been in the designing profession almost all his life,
and today he is one of the great names in the industry. We present to you a conversation he had with Eritrean Profile.

Thank you for joining us today,
can you tell us a little about your
upbringing?
It’s a pleasure, my name is
Mullugeta Belay but everyone calls
me Muller. I was born in Gejeret.
I couldn’t say that I picked up my
inspirations from my family, but
there was my mother’s sewing
machine at our house which I
frequently used to sew clothes. I
was just in the 8th grade. It all started
just like that. I was quite interested
in sewing my own clothes, so
much so my interests shifted from
education to designing. With just
a simple interest, it became my life
time profession.
First time in designing…
After learning how to sew well,
coming up with my own designs
was the next step. I was only
working on male outfits until I got
into the business properly. Not only
woman’s clothing is more profitable
but there is always different styles to
work on. To answer your question,
it was when I was a 10th grader
that I came up with a new style of
trousers I made for myself, and all
my school mates started asking
where I bought it. I was proud to
tell them that I made it myself and
ended up making several ones for
them as well. That is when I knew
for sure that I was going to be good
in the field. Then, while going to
school I started working part-time
as a tailor.
How many fashion shows have
you had so far?

I have done numerous fashion
shows but notably I have done
three or four big ones locally and
internationally. It has been a long
time since I did shows as I have
been engaged in franchising my
business inside and outside the
country. However, now that my
work has started to be recognized
internationally, I want to organize
more shows here and abroad. With
our branch at Dubai, people have
been able to reach us and order
traditional clothes from almost all
over the world.
What kinds of techniques do
you use, and your ideas derive
from…?
The profession is an art, the
designer is the artist. There should
be initiative to constantly come up
with new ideas and styles. You can
get ideas from your environment,
your imagination, from people etc.
Specially, at a time when fashion
has become a famous field people
like to try out different styles. That
is why a designer has to come up
with diverse creative designs. Most
of my works are traditional dresses
mixed up with modern styles. These
days, people want to wear customary
outfits for their celebratory events.
I try to make this interesting with
some of the modern styles to mix.
Feedbacks from your clients?
Honestly, we have great feedback
from our customers. They appreciate
the clothes they order. They meet up
their expectations. They also enjoy
the great composition of culture and

for various reasons. For example,
it could be a bit expensive to get a
dress from me since I have to pay
in foreign currencies for the rent of
the house and the materials. But I
know people can make it here for
a lot less money and, of course, a
lesser quality. Still at the end of the
day, to see my designs being worn
by people, indeed, is a great feeling
for me.
Your branch in Dubai…
fashion. What makes me happy is
when my clients ask me to do their
order myself. It is a great honor when
someone believes in my works as
much as I do. Then again, it is only
when you do your job neatly and
perfectly that you will satisfy your
clients. Of course, you are going to
need help from someone who has
the ability and skills. For instance,
now I am currently more involved
at my branch in Dubai. My younger
brother, Sirak Habtom, takes care of
the business here in Asmara. He is
the one who makes the dress here
and keeps up the good name I had in
the designing field. So I would say
that people are satisfied with what
we do.
How do you feel when you see
your designs being copied by other
designers?
Well, nothing can be done. I
advertise my new designs on the
internet so that people would get to
see them and order them. I am not
saying it is right, but I don’t feel
bad about it. People can do that

An obvious thing, I never thought
it was going to be easy. At a place
far from home, a very competitive
business area, it sure was a hard task
to fulfil. But if there is always the
will to work hard towards achieving
your goal, everything is possible.
I started with a very small house
down at the alley roads. It was hard
to bring clients to reach me. So then
I got a bigger house at one of the
main roads of Dubai which made
it easier to have more customers. At
first I was not sure how to handle
the handicraft designs because back
home, there were women who did
that which took them up to days to
finish one designed cloth. But with
time I discovered that there is a
machine which can do that in just
an hour. Of course I had to show my
employees who were experts of the
machines how I want them done.
I am grateful to my employees,
because they understand me very
well. I have many employees from
different countries working for me.
In expanding my business, I was
able to get a larger place where
two are my show rooms and one

working place. We have a website
where we advertise our products and
we have a great deal of customers
from all over the world. Until now
we have been able to deliver orders
mostly to Europe, Canada, America
and Africa. Moreover, I would like
to continue pursuing my dream by
expanding more branches inside
and out of the country.
May you have the best of luck,
about your personal life?
Thank you, I have been married
to my beautiful and amazing wife
Muzit Mehari for 11 years. And
we are lucky we have been blessed
with three gorgeous and wonderful
kids, Selam, Soliana and Sesen. My
family live here in Asmara, however
I come often to enjoy some quality
time with my family.
Any last words…
Yes please, I want to remind
everyone in any kind of profession
that if you have the readiness and a
specific goal to pursue never give
up. We can all achieve our dreams
and be successful if we work hard
at what we believe in. To all the
young brothers and sisters, just
know that life is easy if you know
your way. Good luck to all of us.
There is no small or big profession,
our works and dedication determine
our success.
Thank you for being our guest
today Muller, We wish you all the
best.
Thank you.

